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Dear Brian McCarron 
 

Consultation on the Draft Waste Management Regulations 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this consultation.  The LARAC response is 
contained below. 
 
The responses below are sent on behalf of the Local Authority Recycling Advisory 
Committee (LARAC).  LARAC is an association of around 75% of local authorities across 
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.   Members are waste management and 
recycling professionals who co-ordinate and operate waste management services. 
Membership is drawn from all types of authority including statutory Waste Collection 
(WCA), Waste Disposal (WDA) and Unitary Authorities. 
 
Our response has been peer reviewed by members of LARAC’s policy team and executive 
committee.  LARAC members have also been invited to comment on the consultation 
through the members’ discussion forum on our website.  All contributions received have 
been taken into account in drafting the response below. 
 
In general LARAC welcomes the approach that is being proposed and agrees that the use 
of a schedule to outline the relevant offences is a sensible way forward. 
 
If you have any queries on this response then please contact me at 
lee.marshall@larac.org.uk or 01982 382 650. 
 
Yours faithfully, 

 
Lee Marshall 
Chief Executive Officer 

  

Brian McCarron 
Environmental Policy Division 
6th Floor 
Goodwood House, Town Parks 
44-58 May Street 
Belfast, BT1 4NN 

21 October 2015 
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Responses to Consultation Questions 
 
Question One 
Do you agree that Option 2 provides the best option for updating the prescribed offences element 
of the Fit and Proper Person test and that the proposed changes are sufficient to deliver the 
anticipated Outcome? 
LARAC believes that that Option 2 is sensible manner in which to update the prescribed offences. As 
stated in the consultation document it also provides an efficient method of making changes in the 
future as the need arises without the need for further legislative changes. 
 
Question Two 
Do you agree with these impact statements? 
LARAC broadly agrees that the broader list is unlikely to have a large impact on legitimate waste 
operators. However LARAC has not reviewed all the legislation and offences listed and would not want 
inclusion of minor offences that could possible negate a legitimate waste management operator form 
being deemed a Fit and Proper person. Therefore if there are particular offences on the broader list 
that the waste management industry highlight as a problem in their responses LARAC would urge the 
Department to reconsider the inclusion of that item or items. 
 
Question Three 
Please indicate if you think there are further impacts that have not been considered 
LARAC is not aware of any further impacts that need to be considered. 
 
Question Four 
Do you think the Regulations: 
A) Fully reflect the changes necessary to ensure that the Fit and Proper Person test is fit for purpose 

under the legislation? 
LARAC believes that the regulations do reflect the changes needed. The consultation document 
outlines the reasons for this and LARAC supports those. 
 
B) Will help to reduce criminality in the waste industry? 
The regulations will provide the regulator with a clear set of criteria against which they can pursue 
offenders. However regulations on their own will not reduce criminality unless they are backed up 
with a strong communications and education campaign and suitable enforcement resources, along 
with a willingness to pursue enforcement activity where appropriate. LARAC is concerned that in the 
current economic climate waste enforcement activities are taking lower priority that other 
environmental enforcement and who ask that the Department back up these regulations with a 
suitable enforcement programme. 
 
C) Will protect the needs of legitimate operators? 
As above the new regulations will help in protecting the needs of legitimate operators if they are 
supported by a suitable and appropriate enforcement campaign and resources. Legitimate operators 
will quickly become disappointed if the new regulations are in place but are then not used to remove 
illegal operators from the market place. 
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